
Greener Computing: Five Ways to Transform Your Business

E
nergy efficiency offers promising

opportunities for businesses to

substantially reduce their carbon

footprint and do so in a way that can drive

greater profitability. To illustrate the scope

of the challenge, powering data centers and

keeping servers cool currently consumes 

1.2 percent of the total energy requirements

in the United States, according to a 2005

study by the Lawrence Berkeley National

Laboratory. Similarly, Gartner recently

determined that the carbon footprint from the

design, manufacturing, and distribution of IT

industry equipment is equivalent to the carbon

emissions of the global airline industry.1

As energy consumption issues and the

threats of global warming wake up business

leaders and spur action in IT departments,

every business—large or small—can take

steps today to improve the situation. Aside

from making businesses more socially

responsible, energy efficiency and smart

computing technologies can reduce the total

cost of ownership (TCO) of computer-related

investments, generate rapid return-on-

investment (ROI), and offer other benefits to

those that embrace greener computing.

Greener Computing:
Five Ways to Transform

Your Business

Overcoming Misconceptions
A prevailing misconception is that climate protection is expensive to implement and efforts

to stem global warming will negatively impact the economy. However, Amory Lovins points

out in a Scientific American article, “If properly done, climate protection would actually

reduce costs, not raise them. Using energy more efficiently offers an economic bonanza—not

because of the benefits of stopping global warming but because saving fossil fuel is a lot

cheaper than buying it. The world abounds with proven ways to use energy more

productively, and smart businesses are leaping to exploit them.”2

Applying this principle to the computers used by your employees and servers in your data

center, you can improve efficiency in these ways:

• Activate power-management features. Most personal computers and servers have

existing power-management options that turn things off when the computer is idle,

dimming monitors, putting disk drives to sleep, and cutting power to idle components.

• Plan meetings in the virtual world. The carbon footprint cast by air travel is huge. Every year

companies send employees around the world to conferences, racking up millions of air miles. 

A promising alternative to business travel is conferencing in a virtual world, such as Second Life.

• Deploy servers with energy-efficient processors and components. Energy-efficient

processors, such as the latest generation of Intel® quad-core processors, sip rather than

swill power—reducing energy requirements by up to 40 percent.

• Employ virtualization. Server virtualization, a technique that allows multiple operating systems

and environments to operate concurrently on a single server, makes better use of available

processing resources, reducing data-center power consumption and lowering cooling needs. 

• Develop and deploy smarter power supply designs. Techniques to raise the energy

efficiency of power supplies in personal computers and servers by 25 percent or more are

being developed by a number of manufacturers and value-added resellers.

2 More Profit with Less Carbon, Amory Lovins. Scientific American, November 2005, pg 75-82. 1 www.edie.net/news/news_story.asp?id=12951&channel=0
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Power Management: An Underused Tool
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency discovered in a recent study that only around

five percent of the computers in use take full advantage of available power-management

options.3 However, with the diligent use of power-management on computers throughout a

company, the power savings can be substantial. As noted by the EPA, General Electric saved

USD 6.5 million in electricity a year by simply activating computer power-management

features and using them on a regular basis. You can achieve similar results by instituting

policies to inform your computer-using employees on recommended settings for the power-

management feature or by automating the settings during centralized system management.

At the client level, achieving optimal energy-efficient performance on computers is best

accomplished by studying workloads and usage patterns. Intel did just that and published the

results in a September 2006 white paper, Energy Efficient Performance on the Client

(www.intel.com/technology/eep/EEP_whitepaper.pdf). 

At the server level, save energy by: 

• Providing memory power management

• Minimizing power use when the system is idle

• Monitoring system power use

• Applying policy-based control of overall platform power consumption

• Supporting demand-based switching 

During periods of high server demand, implementing external controls over peak server

power consumption helps ensure more efficient usage.4

Low-Cost Virtual Travel
If you don’t really need to be there in person, why not send your avatar? Virtual communities

such as Second Life bring a more personal approach to Internet-based conferencing, making it

possible to participate from anywhere in the world.

Online virtual communities, such as Second Life, offer some unique advantages: 

• You can minimize your setup costs by exploiting existing Internet access and network resources. 

• The venue supports a wide variety of presentation modes, with audio-visual possibilities

beyond the conventional conference, such as active involvement with 3-D simulations,

interactive game-playing, role-playing, and other techniques that take the stiffness out of

a business gathering and generate interest.

Virtual online communities are a relatively untapped resource, though many major

companies are working industriously to establish a presence within them. 

Processor Efficiency and Cooling Issues
At the Gartner 25th Annual Data Center Conference in November 2006, many attendees

were stunned by this projection: By 2008, 50 percent of data centers will have insufficient

power and cooling capacity.5

Michael A. Bell, research vice president for Gartner, explained “With the advent of high-

density computer equipment such as blade servers, many data centers have maxed out

Waste Not, Want Not: 
Making the Commitment to
Energy-Efficient Computing
The average power supply wastes over a

third of the power delivered to it

according to Climate Savers Computing

Initiative. Launched by Intel and Google in

mid-2007, the initiative encourages

businesses and individuals to purchase

computers and servers this year with an

efficiency rating of 80 percent or more.

Over the next three years, the target will

be raised to 90 percent or better

efficiency. Full use of hibernation and

power-saving features is also encouraged. 

The initial goal is to achieve a 

50-percent reduction in computing power

consumption by 2010, a target which, if

met, will reduce global CO2 emissions from

this source by 54-million tons a year.

Commenting on the impact of this target,

Intel Senior Vice President Pat Gelsinger

stated, “By 2010, the Climate Savers

Computing Initiative will cut greenhouse

gas emissions in an amount equal to

removing more than 11-million cars from

the road or shutting down twenty 500-

megawatt coal-fired power plants—a

significant step in reducing the emissions

affecting our planet.” 

Already, a noteworthy contingent of

organizations—including the World Wildlife

Fund, IBM, Microsoft, Dell, Hewlett

Packard, and many others—have

embraced the terms of the initiative.

Google Vice President Urs Hölzle said, “We

are asking businesses and individuals

throughout the world to join with us to

institute better power management of

their computing equipment and purchase

energy-efficient computers.” Individuals

and businesses can get more information

and take the pledge by visiting

www.climatesaverscomputing.org. 3 www.greenercomputing.com/reviews_third.cfm?NewsID=34965
4 Turning Challenges into Opportunities in the Data Center. Intel white paper, March 2007. 
5 Gartner Says 50 Percent of Data Centers Will Have Insufficient Power and Cooling Capacity by 2008; 2006 Press Release:

http://www.gartner.com/it/page.jsp?id=499090
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their power and cooling capacity. It’s now possible to pack racks with equipment requiring

30,000 watts per rack or more in connected loads. This compares to only 2,000-3,000

watts per rack a few years ago. Increased power translates into a significant increase in

heat gain, where the electrical cost to cool the data center can equal or exceed the power

to energize the computer equipment.”

Through a combination of multi-core server processors and Intel® Core™ microarchitecture,

businesses can achieve substantial improvements in performance per watt and efficiency per

square foot.6 This contributes to both reducing power requirements and minimizing cooling

needs. For example, Intel® quad-core processors deliver up to a 60-percent decrease in power

consumption over prior server products (see sidebar). 

The Power Saving Virtues of Virtualization
With server utilization rates in data centers often as low as 10 to 15 percent, virtualization—

a technique by which different operating systems and configurations can be run concurrently

on a single server—offers a dramatic means to improve computing resource use. 

In 2002, Hewlett Packard Lab studied8 six corporate data centers and determined that the

majority rarely use more than 25 percent of their capacity—and often used as little as 10 percent. 

Forward-looking data center operators have begun using virtual machine software to run

a mix of operating systems and specialized applications on a single server. Intel®

Virtualization Technology supports this process and helps businesses cut down the number

of servers required to do the same volume of processing work. This reduces the physical

space required to operate the data center, lowers cooling requirements, and reduces capital

costs for computing equipment.

More Power, Less Waste: New Power Supply Designs
Intel is collaborating with industry leaders to address inefficient power supply designs in

modern computing systems: the power supply. Conventional power supplies convert AC voltage

into several different DC levels to accommodate different types of components in the system. 

The power-conversion process itself can result in significant loss. For example, about

150 watts can be wasted through inefficiency in a typical 450-watt server configuration,

according to tests run by EXP Critical Facilities Inc. and Intel.

Issue 11 of Intel Software Insight will explore the ways in which intelligent software

design can improve power management and reduce energy use. n

Energy Efficiency 
Milestone Achieved
In March 2007 Intel released two energy

efficient 50-watt server processors that

quickly established new milestones for the

industry. The Quad-Core Intel® Xeon®

processor L5320 and L5310 achieve a

35- to nearly 60-percent decrease in

power in comparison to Intel's prior-

generation 80- and 120-watt quad-core

server products. With performance

roughly comparable to the earlier quad-

core processors, these new processors

require only 12.5 watts of power per core.

Compared to the 64-bit Intel Xeon

processors that were in common use 1.5

years ago (requiring roughly 110 watts

per core), these next-generation

processors demonstrate nearly a tenfold

reduction in power consumption. 

Faster Virtualization on the Way
In the second half of 2007, a new family 

of Intel® processors, codenamed Penryn7, will

power Enhanced Intel® Virtualization

Technology. Based on 45nm processor

technology, Penryn server processors speed

up virtual machine transition times by an

average of 25 to 75 percent, without

requiring changes to the virtual machine

software. Penryn processors built on

industry-leading Intel® Core Microarchitecture

provide record-breaking performance while

reducing power consumption.

RESOURCES Get more deeply involved and do your share to reduce energy consumption. For additional resources on energy

efficiency and other techniques for reducing the carbon footprint of your business, explore these links: 

• Rocky Mountain Institute: www.rmi.org

• Green Grid: www.thegreengrid.org

• Gartner Data Center Conference Web site:
www.gartner.com/us/datacenter

6 For information about server performance, visit: http://www.intel.com/performance/server/xeon/ppw.htm
7 Data Center Efficiency. www.intel.com/technology/eep/data-center-efficiency/description.htm
8 Andrzejak, M. Arlitt and J. Rolia, Bounding the Resource Savings of Utility Computing Models, working paper HPL-2002-339,

Hewlett-Packard Laboratories, Palo Alto, California, November 27, 2002.

• Greener Computing: www.greenercomputing.com

• Advancing Global Sustainability Through Technology:
http://softwaredispatch.intel.com/library/?d=743&t=3




